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The accuracy of the vast amount of genotypic information generated by high-throughput genotyping technologies
is crucial in haplotype analyses and linkage-disequilibrium mapping for complex diseases. To date, most automated
programs lack quality measures for the allele calls; therefore, human interventions, which are both labor intensive
and error prone, have to be performed. Here, we propose a novel genotype clustering algorithm, GeneScore, based
on a bivariate t-mixture model, which assigns a set of probabilities for each data point belonging to the candidate
genotype clusters. Furthermore, we describe an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for haplotype phasing,
GenoSpectrum (GS)-EM, which can use probabilistic multilocus genotype matrices (called “GenoSpectrum”) as
inputs. Combining these two model-based algorithms, we can perform haplotype inference directly on raw readouts
from a genotyping machine, such as the TaqMan assay. By using both simulated and real data sets, we demonstrate
the advantages of our probabilistic approach over the current genotype scoring methods, in terms of both the
accuracy of haplotype inference and the statistical power of haplotype-based association analyses.
Introduction
SNPs, which are the most abundant and stable genetic
markers in the human genome, have been widely used in
linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping for complex traits
(Risch 2000). Because association tests based on haplo-
types may provide greater statistical power than SNP-by-
SNP analysis, haplotype reconstruction based on SNP ge-
notype data has become a daunting challenge for bench
scientists. Direct laboratory haplotyping assays, such as
long-range allele-speciﬁc PCR (Michalatos-Beloin et al.
1996) or diploid-to-haploid conversion (Yan et al. 2000;
Douglas et al. 2001), are expensive and low-throughput.
A more sensible strategy is to use high-throughput ge-
notyping technologies, such as the 5′ nuclease assay (Taq-
Man), the oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA), and
Sequenom’s matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-ﬂight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry assay, to
assess genotype information on each marker for each in-
dividual and to subsequently infer haplotype phases and
frequencies through use of computational means, either
with or without pedigree information.
An array of in silico haplotype inference algorithms
have been developed and improved over the past decade
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(Clark 1990; Excofﬁer and Slatkin 1995; Hawley and
Kidd 1995; Long et al. 1995; Stephens et al. 2001; Lin
et al. 2002; Niu et al. 2002; Qin et al. 2002). A prereq-
uisite for these algorithms to work is a high-ﬁdelity ge-
notyping technology. Several recent studies have dem-
onstrated that even the slightest amount of genotyping
error can lead to serious consequences with regard to
haplotype reconstruction and frequency estimation (Kirk
and Cardon 2002) and have a negative impact on the
downstream linkage analysis (Buetow 1991; Goldstein
et al. 1997; Douglas et al. 2000, 2002; Abecasis et al.
2001; Sobel et al. 2002), genetic distance estimation
(Goldstein et al. 1997), and background LD estimation
(Akey et al. 2001).
Genotyping errors can be divided into two broad cat-
egories: operational errors (e.g., sample swaps, pipetting
mistakes, or DNA template contamination) and genotype
scoring errors. Because of an increased use of robotic
workstations, stringent quality control procedures, and
optimized experimental conditions, the occurrence of
operational errors has been greatly reduced for high-
throughput genotyping technologies developed in recent
years. In contrast, genotype scoring errors remain a sig-
niﬁcant challenge for automated scoring programs. In
circumstances when genotype clusters are not sufﬁciently
separated, which can be caused by (1) wide variations in
ﬂuorescence signals for different subjects and (2) unbal-
anced ampliﬁcations of the two alternative alleles for
heterozygotes, genotype scoring is typically performed
manually. However, this is extremely time consuming and
error prone (humans are likely to make errors due to
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fatigue or oversight when manual scoring becomes rou-
tine).Moreover, manual scoring rules are difﬁcult to stan-
dardize, and different readers can inject different subjec-
tive views (van den Oord et al. 2003).
A survey of the published literature reveals that, besides
human “eyeballing,” the K-means algorithm (Hartigan
and Wong 1979) is the method most widely used for
genotype clustering (Ranade et al. 2001; Akula et al.
2002; Grant et al. 2002; Olivier et al. 2002). However,
to date, the accuracy of the K-means algorithm in ge-
notype clustering has not been systematically assessed,
and the uncertainties in such clustering and their impacts
on haplotype inferences have not been studied. To ad-
dress these important issues encountered by laboratory
scientists, we propose a clustering algorithm based on
mixtures of t distributions and show that it outperforms
the conventional K-means algorithm. Then, we present
an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster
et al. 1977) for haplotype inference that uses, as input
for each individual, a multilocus genotype likelihoodma-
trix rather than a deterministic multilocus genotype vec-
tor. We illustrate the advantages of the new algorithm by
simulation studies.
Material and Methods
SNP Genotyping Technologies
The three most widely used large-scale genotyping
technologies for SNPs are the TaqMan assay, the OLA,
and Sequenom’s MassARRAY system. The TaqMan as-
say is a popular high-throughput genotyping technology,
based on 5′ nuclease allelic discrimination (Livak et al.
1995), that uses the ABI PRISM 7700 or 7900 sequence
detection systems (Applied Biosystems). In this method,
the region ﬂanking the SNP is ampliﬁed using two allele-
speciﬁc oligonucleotide probes. The TaqMan probe con-
tains a reporter dye (FAM) at the 5′ end and a quencher
dye (TAMRA) at the 3′ end. During PCR ampliﬁcation,
the 5′r3′ nuclease activity of the DNA polymerase re-
leases a TaqMan probe that hybridizes to ampliﬁed se-
quences. Cleavage of the probe by DNA polymerase sep-
arates the reporter from the quencher. The resulting
intensiﬁed ﬂuorescence signal can be detected by the la-
ser detector of the ABI 7700 or 7900 sequence detection
systems.
OLA is a well-established genotyping method that
makes use of three oligonucleotide probes: one common
probe and two allele-speciﬁc probes. The terminal 3′ ba-
ses of the allele-speciﬁc probes are positioned at the poly-
morphic base of the target DNA and are immediately
adjacent to the 5′ end of the common probe. The com-
mon probe has a 5′ phosphate molecule and a 3′ reporter
(i.e., a ﬂuorescent tag). The gene fragment containing
the polymorphic site is ampliﬁed by PCR. The ampliﬁed
fragment is then subject to allele-speciﬁc ligation. Allele
discrimination is achieved through electrophoresis based
on electrophoretic mobility and ﬂuorescent color (Ap-
plied Biosystems). Genescan software (Applied Biosys-
tems) is used to track the lanes to size the ligation prod-
ucts. Genotyper software (Applied Biosystems) is used
to quantify both the size (peak location) and the ﬂuo-
rescent intensity (peak height) of the separated OLA
products.
The MassARRAY system uses MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry to analyze SNPs in ampliﬁed DNA frag-
ments and is the leading industry-scale genotyping
method. In this method, multiplexed PCR and then a
minisequencing reaction are performed in a single well.
The two alleles of a given SNP are represented by dif-
ferently sized primer extension products generated in the
homogeneous mass extension assay. The sizes of reaction
products are determined by MALDI-TOF mass spec-
trometry, yielding genotype information. By use of Spec-
trodesigner software, multiplex SNP assays may be de-
signed to allow the simultaneous measurement of at least
two to ﬁve SNPs per individual sample. The software
also automatically scores each individual sample for the
presence of either or both alleles.
Genotype Scoring
For ﬂuorescence-based genotyping assays such as
TaqMan and OLA, the reactions are assessed by a ﬂuo-
rescent reader. The two different alleles are labeled with
two different dyes. For each dye used, the reader pro-
duces a ﬂuorescent intensity (FI) value. Note that, for
non-ﬂuorescence-based assays such as MassARRAY, the
signal values are not measurements of ﬂuorescence but
rather measurements of heights of the allele-speciﬁc
primer extension product mass peaks. However, the con-
ceptual frameworks of all the popular genotyping tech-
niques are the same: all are based on measurements of
signal intensities of the two alternative SNP alleles.
Throughout the article, we use “FI” in this broader
sense. Each pair of FI readouts, denoted as (x ,y ), i pi i
, forms a point on the scatterplot (ﬁg. 1) indi-1,… ,n
cating the quantitative intensities of the two SNP alleles
for a given individual. As depicted in ﬁgure 2A, a typical
SNP scatterplot normally has four distinct clusters (or
“groups”), representing the “no ﬂuorescence signal”
(NFS) cluster, the “wild-type allele homozygote” (AA)
cluster, the “heterozygote” (Aa) cluster, and the “variant
allele homozygote” (aa) cluster. The NFS cluster is al-
ways located in the lower left corner, close to the origin;
the AA and aa clusters are located in the upper left and
lower right corners, respectively; and the Aa cluster is
located in the upper right corner (van den Oord et al.
2003) (ﬁg. 2A). In an ideal situation, the NFS, AA, Aa,
and aa clusters have distinct boundaries, and visual in-
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Figure 1 Scatterplots of FI readouts from genotyping a marker by use of various assays. Each point (x, y) represents the genotype of an
individual, where x and y denote the FI values for the two alleles, respectively. A, A typical good result from the TaqMan assay. Four distinct
clusters are shown, corresponding to major-allele homozygotes, minor-allele homozygotes, heterozygotes, and NFS. B, A typical but not ideal
result from the TaqMan assay. It is difﬁcult to separate all points into distinct clusters. The point in a circle is located between two groups of
dense points, demonstrating the case in which a clear-cut genotype call is difﬁcult to make. C, A typical good result from the OLA. The three
genotype clusters are in the form of three straight lines: the one close to the x-axis and the one close to the y-axis correspond to major and
minor homozygotes respectively, and the center line corresponds to heterozygotes. The points near the origin indicate experimental failures,
resulting in NFS. D, A typical but not ideal result from the OLA. The points located between line patterns demonstrate the cases in which a
clear-cut genotype call is difﬁcult to make. E, A typical good result from the MassARRAY assay. The scatterplot looks similar to the ones
obtained from the OLA. F, A typical but not ideal result from the MassARRAY assay. The points that are located between the genotype line
patterns are the cases in which a clear-cut genotype call is difﬁcult to make.
spection is sufﬁcient to make the genotype call (e.g., ﬁg.
1A, 1C, and 1E). However, owing to various artifacts,
segregation can be poor with points lying between
groups (e.g., ﬁg. 1B, 1D, and 1F), which often results
in ambiguous genotype calls.
Deterministic scoring.—Deterministic scoring is the
most widely used practice in molecular genetics labo-
ratories. It means that every non-NFS data point is as-
signed exclusively to a particular genotype cluster (or
“missing”). Even when the genotype clusters do not seg-
regate sufﬁciently from each other (ﬁg. 2B, medium- and
high-ambiguity cases), deterministic calls are made such
that any data point is assigned to its closest (i.e., “most
likely”) cluster. Occasionally, technicians may elect to
mark an individual’s genotype as “missing” if it is too
difﬁcult to determine the cluster to which it should be
assigned.
Probabilistic scoring.—A probabilistic call assigns a
likelihood vector, which can be obtained from a model-
based clustering algorithm, to each data point for de-
noting its respective likelihoods of belonging to the three
respective genotype clusters. Probabilistic scoring is par-
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Figure 2 A, Illustration of the genotype clusters on 2-D ﬂuorescent intensity plots. A p wild-type allele; a p variant allele. B, Illustrations
of the simulated FI scatterplots that mimic the real data at low, medium, and high ambiguity levels.
ticularly attractive when genotype clusters are not well
segregated. The resulting probabilistic multilocus ge-
notype matrix for any given individual is referred to as
a “GenoSpectrum,” the description of which will be
given in more detail below.
Clustering Algorithm
We will discuss three haplotype phasing strategies
based on raw FI readouts. Each strategy consists of two
steps: a clustering step and a phasing step, such that the
output of the clustering step is used as the input for the
phasing step. A clustering algorithm is deﬁned as a sta-
tistical procedure applied either to classify a data point
of the raw FI data exclusively into one of the three ge-
notype clusters (i.e., deterministic scoring) or to assign
to a data point a likelihood vector of its being a member
of one of the three genotype clusters (i.e., probabilistic
scoring). We discuss below two clustering algorithms,
the outputs of which may be used in the subsequent
haplotype inference.
The K-means algorithm.—The widely used K-means
algorithm requires the user to ﬁrst prespecify the number
of clusters. It starts by creating a random centroid for
each of the clusters. Then, each data point is classiﬁed
into the cluster whose centroid is the closest. The cen-
troid’s position is recalculated every time a component
is added to a cluster, and this continues until all the
components are grouped into the ﬁnal required number
of clusters and the centroids do not change in successive
calculations. The K-means algorithm gives deterministic
calls based only on the raw FI data.
The t-mixture algorithm.—This new clustering algo-
rithm (see the appendix for technical details) uses a mix-
ture of four bivariate t distributions to ﬁt the observed
pairs of FI readouts, where the four distributions rep-
resent clusters of heterozygotes, major-allele homozy-
gotes, minor-allele homozygotes, and NFS. The Gaus-
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram for strategies S1, S2, and S3. Each strategy consists of two steps: a clustering step and a phasing step. For
each strategy, the raw FI scatter data were used, and both individual phasing and haplotype frequency estimation were achieved. S3 mimics
the human “best guess” strategy. S1 and S3 output deterministic calls, and S2 outputs probabilistic genotype calls. The new algorithms introduced
in this article are in boldface type.
sian mixture model can be viewed as a t-mixture model
with inﬁnite degrees of freedom. Because the t distri-
bution has a heavier tail than the Gaussian distribution,
the t-mixture model is less sensitive to the outlying points
and is more robust than a Gaussian mixture model (van
den Oord et al. 2003). Although t distributions have
various desired properties, they have not been broadly
used in practice because of the computational difﬁculties
in parameter estimation. We describe in the appendix a
fast-converging parameter-expanded data augmentation
(PXDA) (Liu and Wu 1999) method for estimating pa-
rameters in the t-mixture model. The estimated t distri-
butions from this algorithm are then used to compute
the likelihood values required by our probabilistic allele-
calling scheme. Note that we can also use the t-mixture
clustering algorithm to make deterministic calls by as-
signing individuals to their most probable clusters (i.e.,
the ones with the highest posterior probabilities).
The FI readout patterns of the OLA and MassARRAY
assays look different from those of the TaqMan assays,
in that they form three straight lines on the scatterplot
(ﬁg. 1C–1F) with almost no “width.” The diagonal line
represents the Aa cluster, and lines close to the x- and y-
axes represent homozygous AA and aa clusters, respec-
tively. In such cases, the ﬁtting of the t-mixture model
may become unstable, because the estimated covariance
matrices may be numerically degenerated. To overcome
this difﬁculty, we may add a small 2-D random jittering
(e.g., a Gaussian noise with at each dimension)7j p 10
to each data point to avoid numerical instability.
Haplotype Phasing Methods
Phasing methods can be applied at both individual
and population levels (ﬁg. 3). We will focus on two phas-
ing methods, discussed below.
Conventional EM with deterministic inputs (EM-
I).—For deterministic inputs for multiple linked SNPs,
the conventional EM algorithm has been applied suc-
cessfully both to construct individual haplotype phases
and to estimate population haplotype frequencies from
deterministic multilocus genotype data, because of its
stable convergence (Excofﬁer and Slatkin 1995; Hawley
and Kidd 1995; Long et al. 1995; Niu et al. 2002; Qin
et al. 2002). In brief, let denote the1 nY p (Y ,… ,Y )
genotypes of a sample with n individuals; let Z p
denote the unobserved haplotype conﬁgu-1 n(Z ,… ,Z )
ration, where represents the haplotypei i iZ p (Z ,Z )1 2
pairs for the ith individual; and let denoteV p (v ,… ,v )1 s
the population haplotype frequencies, where s is the total
number of existing haplotypes. We use the notation
to denote that the two haplotypes arei i iZ  Z p Y1 2
compatible with genotype Yi. The likelihood function
can be written as
n n
ip(YFV) p p(Y FV) p v v ,   g h( )iip1 ip1 (g,h):ghpY
and the maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE) of V sat-
isﬁes , where ng is the count of oc-v p [E (n FY)] /2ng V g
currences of haplotype g in a particular phase conﬁgu-
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ration Z, and EV(7) means to average over Z under the
distribution . With V(t) denoting the frequencyp(ZFV,Y)
estimation at the tth iteration, the EM iterates as
n (t) (t) iE (n FY) 1 v v {1 I(g p Y ' g)}(t) iV g g Y 'g(t1)v p p ,g (t) (t)2n 2n  v v′ ′ip1 g h′ ′ ′ ′ i(g ,h ):gh pY
where denotes the complement haplotype thatiY ' g
pairs with g to make up the genotype Yi, and I(7) is an
indicator function. Given the ﬁnal estimate , we phaseˆV
the ith individual’s genotype Yi by ﬁnding a compatible
haplotype pair, , that maximizes .i ˆ ˆ(g,h):g h p Y v vg h
An EM algorithm with probabilistic inputs (EM-II).—For
probabilistic inputs of multiple linked SNPs, such as
those resulting from the t-mixture algorithm, the con-
ventional method (EM-I) can no longer be applied.
Here, we introduce a new EM-based algorithm, called
“GenoSpectrum” (GS)-EM, which can handle such in-
puts. Let , , and be the likelihood of the ithi i ip p p0,k 1,k 2,k
individual’s FI readouts at marker k, given that its ge-
notype at this marker is heterozygous (Aa, denoted by
“0”), wild-type homozygous (AA, denoted by “1”), and
variant homozygous (aa, denoted by “2”), respectively.
That is, , wherei i i ip p p{x Fy p “c”} p t (x ;m ,S ,n)c,k k k 2 k c,k c,k
represents the FI values of the kth SNP of the ithixk
individual, represents the genotype at the kth SNP,iyk
and is the density function of the bi-it (x ; m ,S ,n)2 k c,k c,k
variate t distribution, with mean mc,k, scale Sc,k, and
known degrees of freedom n, for cluster “c” (c p
) at the kth SNP. Note the distinction between0,1,2
the likelihood of the FI values given a cluster, ip pc,k
, and the posterior cluster (membership)i ip{x Fy p “c”}k k
probability, , where wc
i i i ip{y p “c”Fx } p w p / w pk k c c,k d d,kd
is the mixture weight for cluster “c” (see appendix for
details). These likelihood vectors for all markers form a
matrix:3 # m
…SNP1 SNP2 SNPm
i i i…genotype 0: p p p0,1 0,2 0,m ,i i i…genotype 1: p p p1,1 1,2 1,m
i i i…genotype 2: p p p2,1 2,2 2,m
where m is the total number of markers in consideration.
From this matrix, we can obtain the likelihood of any
m-SNP genotype of this individual by multiplying the
corresponding single-marker genotype likelihoods under
the assumption that the SNPs’ FI readouts are mutually
independent. For example, the likelihood for a 3-SNP
genotype, , isiY p (1,0,2)
i i i i i ip{x FY p (1,0,2)} p p{x Fy p “1”} # p{x Fy p “0”}1 1 2 2
i i i i i#p{x Fy p “2”} p p p p3 3 1,1 0,2 2,3
i i¯ ¯' t (x ;m ,S ,n) # t (x ;m ,S ,n)¯ ¯2 1 1,1 1,1 2 2 0,2 0,2
i ¯# t (x ;m ,S ,n) ,¯2 3 2,3 2,3
where xi represents the FI values of the ith individual,
and and are the estimated location and scale¯m S¯ c,k c,k
parameters of cluster “c” at the kth SNP. Note that this
equation is an approximation because the estimated (as
opposed to the true) values of the location and scale
parameters are used. We order all m-SNP genotypes of
the ith individual as , with their associatedi,1 i,liY ,… ,Y
likelihoods , and calli,1 i,lip ,… ,p
i,1 i,1Y ,p
i,2 i,2Y ,p
. .i(Y,P) p
. .( ). .
i,l i,li iY ,p
the “GenoSpectrum” of the ith individual, where li is
the number of possible genotypes for the ith individual—
that is, those with . Although there are a total ofi,jp 1 0
3m possible genotypes for m closely linked biallelic SNP
markers, we usually only need to list a small number of
the genotypes with nonzero likelihood values.
In situations in which the GenoSpectrum of each in-
dividual is available, the likelihood function for haplo-
type frequencies can be computed as in a typical missing
data problem:
n n li
i i i,j i,j( ) [ ]p xFV p p(x FV) p p(x FY )p(Y FV)  { }
ip1 ip1 jp1
n mli
i i,j i,jp p(x Fy ) p(Y FV)  [ ]{ }( )k k
ip1 kp1jp1
n li
i,j' p v v .  [ ]g h( )i,jip1 jp1 (g,h):ghpY
From this expression, we are able to obtain the following
EM iteration for V:
E (n FY,P)(t)V g(t1)v pg 2n
n li i,j (t) (t) i,j1 p v v {1 I(g p Y ' g)}i,jg Y 'gp , li2n i,j (t) (t)ip1 jp1  p  v v′ ′g h′ ′ ′ ′ i,jjp1 (g ,h ):gh pY
where denotes the complement haplotype thati,jY ' g
pairs with g to make up the genotype Yi,j. Note that the
EM-I algorithm is a special case of the EM-II with
. The ith individual’s genotype is phased, given thel p 1i
ﬁnal estimate , by ﬁnding a compatible haplotype pairˆV
that maximizes .i,j i,jˆ ˆ(g,h):g h p Y p v vg h
Three phasing strategies based on raw FI val-
ues.—Three phasing strategies (denoted as “S1,” “S2,”
and “S3”) have been used in our study (illustrated in
ﬁg. 3):
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Table 1
Comparison of Clustering Accuracy between the K-
Means Algorithm and the t-Mixture Model in Making
Deterministic Genotype Calls
ALGORITHM/
MODEL
% MISCALLS FOR SCENARIO
Low
Ambiguity
Medium
Ambiguity
High
Ambiguity
K-means 9.59 8.82 8.82
t-mixture .03 .30 .72
NOTE.—For comparison purposes, we generated 100
data sets for each of low, medium, or high ambiguity
scenarios. In each data set, the Gaussian mixture model
was used in generating 100 data points forming three
genotype clusters. For each algorithm, the percentage
(%) of miscalls was deﬁned as number of miscalls / total
genotype calls.
S1: clustering step uses the t-mixture model; phasing
step uses EM-I algorithm;
S2: clustering step uses the t-mixture model; phasing
step uses EM-II algorithm;
S3: clustering step uses the t-mixture model with a
removal of ambiguous points; phasing step uses
EM-I algorithm.
S1 uses the t-mixture model in the clustering step to
make deterministic calls (assigning each individual to its
most probable cluster) and uses the EM-I algorithm in
the phasing step. For example, for a data point with
cluster probabilities 0.51, 0.48, and 0.01 of belonging
to the AA, Aa, and aa clusters, respectively, S1 will still
deterministically assign it to the AA cluster. Although
the K-means algorithm can also be applied in the clus-
tering step, we observed that the results obtained by the
K-means algorithm were much worse than those based
on the t-mixture model in our simulation comparisons
(see table 1). We thus drop the K-means algorithm from
subsequent analyses. S2 uses the t-mixture model in the
clustering step in making probabilistic calls and uses
EM-II in the following phasing step (i.e., in S2, EM-II
takes GenoSpectrum as an input). S3 is essentially the
same as S1, except that it attempts to simulate the human
“best guess” strategy commonly practiced by laboratory
technicians: when a data point cannot be assigned with
a consensus call by two independent readers, it will be
set to “missing.” Here, we assume that the independent
human readers will not be able to make consensus calls
for all ambiguous data points (i.e., a SNP with all the
cluster probability values !0.9 cannot be assigned to any
of the AA, Aa, or aa genotype clusters.). Thus, all such
ambiguous data points of the raw FI data will be re-
moved at this step and not used in the phasing step. For
a data point with cluster probabilities 0.51, 0.48, and
0.01 of belonging to the AA, Aa, and aa clusters, re-
spectively, S3 will toss it away. However, for a data point
with cluster probabilities 0.045, 0.91, and 0.045 of be-
longing to the AA, Aa, and aa clusters, respectively, S3
will assign it to the Aa cluster.
Simulation Schemes
Comparison of the three phasing strategies.—To com-
pare the performances of S1, S2, and S3, we simulated
FI data for each SNP such that each genotype cluster’s
shape and size are similar to that of the real FI data gen-
erated by a standard genotyping machine. For example,
each genotype cluster has a center and spreads in two
dimensions with a constant variance. Also, we assumed
that the genotype distribution of our simulated data con-
formed to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. To assess the per-
formances of S1–S3 for different levels of “difﬁculty” in
clustering, we simulated the low, medium, and high levels
of clustering ambiguity on the basis of different variance-
covariance matrices of the t distributions (ﬁg. 2B). The
ambiguity level is controlled by changing the correlation
coefﬁcient (r) of the variance-covariancematrix, such that
, 0.75, and 0.6 correspond to low, medium, andr p 0.9
high ambiguity levels, respectively. As the ambiguity level
increases, the proportion of ambiguous points on the 2-
D FI plots increases (ﬁg. 2B). We generated a two-SNP
data set consisting of 100 individuals 100 times for each
of the 27 different cases (3 ambiguity levels # 3 allele
frequencies # 3 LD levels).
Power studies.—To ﬁnd out whether the power of
detecting the disease-related haplotype in these tests can
be enhanced by considering genotyping uncertainties,we
conducted the following haplotype-based case-control
association tests. Suppose that the haplotypes consist of
two linked SNP markers that are associated with the
disease (denoted as “SNP1” with alleles A and a and
“SNP2” with alleles B and b). The four haplotypes are
AB, Ab, aB, and ab, with haplotype frequencies vAB, vAb,
vaB, and vab, respectively, which satisfy v  v  v AB Ab aB
. For the hypothetical case-control study, we con-v p 1ab
sidered three different models in our simulation exper-
iment, with the frequencies listed as vAB, vAb, vaB, and vab.
These models are (1) case group: 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 and
control group: 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25; (2) case group:
0.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4 and control group: 0.25, 0.25, 0.25,
0.25; and (3) case group: 0.4, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and control
group: 0.3, 0.1, 0.4, 0.2. The simulation proceeds as
follows:
1. Simulate haplotypes and randomly pairn p 100
them to obtain 50 individual genotypes in each of
the case and control populations, according to each
group’s haplotype frequencies.
2. Pool all 100 individuals (50 cases 50 controls) and
generate their FI values according to low, medium,
and high ambiguity levels.
3. Cluster the 100 individuals through use of the t-mix-
ture model and obtain the estimated cluster likeli-
hoods, , , and , as well as the cluster pos-i i ip p p0,k 1,k 2,k
terior probabilities for each individual and SNP.
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4. Phase the 100 genotypes (or GenoSpectrums) through
use of strategies S1, S2, and S3 and count the number
of times each of the four different haplotypes appears
in the case and control populations. Record counts
in each cell of the 2 (case/control) # 4 (AB/Ab/aB/
ab) table. It is also possible to use the expected hap-
lotype counts, as in the EM algorithm.
5. Compute the homogeneity test statistic for the 2 # 4
table: (observed countexpected count)2/ex-l p  [
pected count], where expected count p (row total #
column total .)/2n
6. Randomize to obtain the critical values:
a. Assign individuals randomly to the control and
case groups, along with their , , and val-i i ip p p0,k 1,k 2,k
ues obtained in step 3. Redo steps 4 and 5 for this
randomly permuted data set.
b. Repeat step 6a 500 times and obtain the 90th,
95th, and 99th percentiles of the test statistics,
which serve as critical values for signiﬁcance levels
.10, .05, and .01, respectively.
7. Record whether the null hypothesis is rejected or ac-
cepted by comparing the test statistics of the original
simulated data with the critical values from step 6b.
8. Repeat steps 1–7 500 times.
9. Compute the power of the test—that is, the propor-
tion of times the test was rejected.
Although the test statistic l has an approximate
distribution under the null hypothesis of no as-2x (3 df)
sociation in the standard situation, we cannot use this
property here, because the haplotype counts in the table
are not truly observed. Rather, these counts are estimated
from the genotype data, which introduces additional un-
certainty and may inﬂate the type I error. As an alter-
native, we employed a randomization procedure to de-
termine the critical values for a given signiﬁcant level,
as detailed in step 6 above.
Results
Simulation Study for Phasing Accuracy
Comparing the K-means and t-mixture models for ge-
notype scoring.—We compared the accuracies of the K-
means algorithm and the t-mixture model under low,
medium, and high ambiguity levels. To reduce the com-
plexity of the simulation study, we focused on a three-
cluster model without the NFS cluster for the FI outputs.
In our simulation, bivariate Gaussian distributions were
used to generate the FI scatterplots (we also used t dis-
tributions for simulating the FI scatterplots, and the re-
sults were similar). We ﬁxed centers of the distributions
for AA, Aa, and aa clusters at those estimated from a
true data set and generated 100 data points from the
multinomial distribution with randomly generated clus-
ter probabilities (which results in a wide range of cluster
sizes). Then, FI points were scattered given the true clus-
ter indicators and the ambiguity level. We clustered all
100 points through use of both the K-means algorithm
and the t-mixture model. The K-means algorithm was
implemented using the K-means function in software
package R v.1.5.0. We also implemented the K-means
algorithm through use of Splus v.5.1 and found that the
results were comparable to the R implementation (data
not shown).
To make a fair comparison, we assumed that the num-
ber of clusters was three and gave the same starting
points for the centers of clusters for both algorithms. In
the t-mixture model, we picked the cluster with the high-
est probability. We counted the number of erroneous
calls (deﬁned as the calls different from the true calls)
in each simulation and repeated this procedure 100
times. At every ambiguity level, the t-mixture model out-
performed the K-means algorithm (table 1) by a large
margin. One of the reasons for the poor performance of
the K-means method is that it had difﬁculty accom-
modating the elongated shapes of the FI clusters, because
of its use of the standard Euclidean distance. In contrast,
the t-mixture model can utilize the shape information
by updating the covariance matrix of each component.
In addition to performing poorly, the K-means algo-
rithm also requires correct speciﬁcation of the number
of clusters, which requires the human judgment of “eye-
balling” the scatterplot to determine the proper number
of clusters before running the program. In contrast, the
t-mixture model is not sensitive to the input cluster num-
ber, as long as it matches or exceeds the true number
(at most 4 in this case). The use of informative priors
ensures that the t-mixture model is not sensitive to empty
clusters. Examples of obvious mistakes made by the K-
means algorithm in the clustering are shown in ﬁgure 4.
The choice of prior distributions for the t-mixture model
will be discussed in the appendix.
Performance comparisons of S1, S2, and S3 in hap-
lotype inference.—After excluding the K-means algo-
rithm from further use, we compared the performances
of S1, S2, and S3, which all use the t-mixture algorithm
in the clustering step. For demonstration purposes, only
two SNPs were considered, and both SNPswere assumed
to have the same allele frequency distributions (three
different minor-allele frequencies were considered: 0.1,
0.3, and 0.5), and haplotype frequencies were generated
in such a way that low, medium, and high LDs were
found between the two markers (D′ [Lewontin 1964]
ranges from 0 to 0.5; 0.5 to 0.75; and 0.75 to 0.95,
respectively).
The ﬁrst step is to specify the “ground truth” hap-
lotype phase. After the haplotype frequencies were cho-
sen according to the allele frequency and the LD rate,
200 haplotypes were drawn randomly, according to their
corresponding frequencies. Then, the 200 haplotypes
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Figure 4 Comparisons of the K-means algorithm and the t-mixture algorithm. Each point (x, y) represents the genotype of an individual,
where x and y denote the FI values for the two alleles, respectively. The cluster label is shown for each data point for the ground truth, as well
as the clustering results of the bivariate t-mixture model (“t-mix”) and the K-means algorithm. A, A three-cluster example. B, A two-cluster
example. Note that the K-means algorithm requires the user to prespecify the number of clusters, whereas the t-mixture algorithm can determine
the number of clusters automatically.
were randomly paired to make 100 hypothetical indi-
vidual genotypes.
The second step is to simulate raw FI readout data
given the individual genotypes. For each marker, 100
pairs of data were generated, which can be translated
to a scatterplot containing 100 points representing the
FI readout data of the 100 hypothetical individuals on
this marker. Note that we did not include the NFS cluster
when simulating the FI values. This is a legitimate ex-
clusion because, in real experiments, most NFS points
result from blank control samples that are artiﬁcially
added for experimental convenience to serve as negative
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Table 2
Comparison of Haplotype Frequency Estimated Using the S1, S2,
and S3 Strategies for a Data Set Obtained Using the TaqMan Assay
HAPLOTYPEa
HAPLOTYPE FREQUENCY
ESTIMATED USING STRATEGYb
BENCHMARK
HAPLOTYPE
FREQUENCY
ESTIMATEcS1 S2 S3
0000 .1378 .1377 .1347 .116
0001 .3905 .3948 .3917 .408
0010 .3591 .3592 .3637 .357
0011 .0044 .0000 .0000 .000
0100 .0557 .0557 .0574 .051
1000 .0513 .0507 .0505 .061
1001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .003
1010 .0012 .0018 .0019 .000
a Here, “0” stands for the major allele and “1” stands for the minor
allele.
b In this study, four SNP markers (from left to right: C26304T,
C26602T, G28152A, and G36189A) in the XRCC1 gene were typed
using the TaqMan assay for a subset of 315 individuals out of the
overall sample ( ).N p 2,244
c The weighted average (case plus control) of haplotype frequency
estimates reported by Han et al. (2003). The haplotype frequency
estimates of the benchmark were obtained by using PLEM.
controls. Genotyping uncertainties were introduced at
three different ambiguity levels: low, medium, and high.
That is, an FI data point was generated from a bivariate
t distribution with a given center and different covari-
ance matrices according to the ambiguity level. The cen-
ter vectors and the covariance matrices were based on
those estimated from a real data set in the XRCC1 gene
study, through use of the t-mixture model.
For frequency estimates, we used the following dis-
crepancy measure (Excofﬁer and Slatkin 1995; Stephens
et al. 2001): , where s de-s trueˆ ˆD(v,v) p (1/2) Fv  v Fg ggp1
notes the total number of existing haplotypes and truevg
and denote the true haplotype frequency and the es-ˆvg
timated haplotype frequency, respectively. The results are
presented in ﬁgure 5. At a low ambiguity level, all three
strategies perform similarly. At medium and high am-
biguity levels, S2 outperforms both S1 and S3. As we
expected, S2 was especially advantageous in high-LD
cases. For the phasing of each individual’s haplotypes,
S1 and S2 showed comparable accuracies, although, in
the case of high LD, S2 outperformed S1 slightly. This
is consistent with the result from the frequency estimate.
Both S1 and S2 were much more robust than S3 in the
high ambiguity case (data not shown).
A Real-Data Example
We applied S1, S2, and S3 to a real genotype data set
of four SNPs (C26304T, C26602T, G28152A, and
G36189A) located on the XRCC1 gene through use of
a TaqMan assay (Han et al. 2003). This data set resulted
from a nested case-control study of breast cancer within
the Nurses’ Health Study. From this data set, the ge-
notypes of 2,244 individuals (a mix of both cases and
controls) were used to derive the overall population hap-
lotype frequencies. We applied S1, S2, and S3 to a subset
of 315 subjects (including both cases and controls). Ge-
notyping was performed by bench scientists blinded to
case-control status; 10% blinded quality-control sam-
ples were inserted and therefore genotyped twice, and
the concordance rates among the duplicate samples were
found to be 100%. Haplotype inference was performed
using the partition-ligation EM (PLEM) algorithm (Qin
et al. 2002). A bootstrap-like simulation study demon-
strated that the haplotype frequencies estimated by
PLEM in the overall sample (with ) were veryN 1 2,000
close to the “truth” (data not shown), and we thus used
this estimate as the “benchmark.” All the results are
summarized in table 2. The discrepancy rates (D) for
S1, S2, and S3 were 0.03215, 0.0284, and 0.03217,
respectively, indicating that S2 performed better than
both S1 and S3 in this example.
Power Comparisons of S1, S2, and S3
The results of power comparison in association tests
are presented in table 3. Models 1 and 2 assume that
the two SNPs are in perfect linkage equilibrium among
the controls, whereas, among the cases, they are in
strong LD (model 2 had a stronger LD than model 1).
Model 3 mimics a complex disease scenario when the
case and the control haplotype distributions differ only
slightly. Overall, the haplotype distribution differences
are the greatest in model 2. Thus, for each method con-
sidered, the power was always the greatest in model 2
(table 3). As we expected, the test using the true geno-
types as inputs for the haplotype phasing has the largest
power in every scenario, which is likely due to the fact
that only phasing uncertainty—but no clustering uncer-
tainty—is present. In low-ambiguity cases, S1, S2, and
S3 yielded similar powers. In medium- and high-ambi-
guity cases, it can be seen that S1 and S2 always out-
performed S3 because of the obvious reason that in S3
one throws away information (by removing ambiguous
points). For model 2, where the cases have a signiﬁcant
LD compared with the controls, S2 had the greatest
power among the three under all ambiguity and signif-
icance levels.
Discussion
We developed a novel clustering algorithm based on the
t-mixture model for making genotype calls. Using exten-
sive simulations, we compared the performance of this
new algorithm with that of the K-means algorithm. Our
ﬁndings are in agreement with those of Olivier et al.
(2002), who found that the K-means algorithm often
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Table 3
Comparison of Power to Detect Disease-Related Haplotypes through Use of
Different Haplotype Inference Strategies under Various Disease Models and Disease
Prevalences at Different Type I Error Rates
MODEL
AND aa BASE
POWER
Low Ambiguity Medium Ambiguity High Ambiguity
S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3
1:
.10 55.6 55.2 56.2 55.4 55.2 56.8 51.4 57 58 54
.05 45 43.6 44 43.4 44.4 44 42.4 46.6 48.2 41
.01 29.2 29.8 29.6 30.4 29.4 29.4 25.6 30.4 28.4 24
2:
.10 85.2 82.8 84.2 82.6 80.8 82 78.6 78.8 81 77.4
.05 75 73.2 74 72.4 72.2 73.4 70.8 68.6 71.2 67.2
.01 55.4 53 53.4 52.8 52.8 54.6 52.4 49.8 51.2 46.6
3:
.10 71.8 68.2 68.8 67.4 67.4 68.4 64.4 64.2 65.2 60.2
.05 56.8 55 55.2 54.4 55.8 54.6 51.2 49 50 49.2
.01 32.6 31.4 32.2 29.8 30.2 28.6 25.6 26.8 26.4 26.2
a For the hypothetical case-control study, we considered three different models in our
simulation experiment with the frequencies listed as vAB, vAb, vaB, and vab. These models
are (1) case group: .4, .3, .2, .1; control group: .25, .25, .25, .25; (2) case group: .4, .1,
.1, .4; control group: .25, .25, .25, .25; and (3) case group: .4, .1, .2, .3; control group:
.3, .1, .4, .2. a p type I error rate.
placed two centroids within one group of data that would
be assigned manually to a single cluster (see ﬁg. 4 for
examples). As noted by Olivier et al. (2002), this is par-
ticularly apparent when one of the homozygote clusters
had only a few data points. A reason for the poor per-
formance of the K-means algorithm is that it cannot in-
corporate information on the approximate locations of
the genotype clusters and cannot handle well the elon-
gated shape of these clusters. The t-mixture clustering
method addresses the inherent limitation of the K-means
method through use of a Bayesian approach based on the
mixture of t distributions and can score genotypes prob-
abilistically, which allows for the incorporation of ge-
notyping uncertainties in subsequent analyses.
In our t-mixture clustering algorithm, users can either
include or exclude the NFS cluster beforehand. The rea-
sons for excluding the NFS cluster a priori are as fol-
lows: (1) blank control samples are often known to the
laboratory technician in advance, and there is no need
to classify them (i.e., there is no “ambiguity”); (2) ge-
notyping assays for the vast majority of SNP assays
typically have a success rate of 198%, which results in
a very small group size for assay failures of real samples,
which are visually detectable as belonging to the NFS
cluster; and (3) the small cluster size of NFS may result
in an unstable estimate of the variance-covariance ma-
trix, which may compromise the performance in some
cases. In the case in which the NFS cluster was not well
deﬁned, users could apply a simple rule (if we assume
that the NFS cluster takes an oval in shape) such as
, where (x0, y0) denotes the
2 2 2(x x ) /a (y y ) /b  R0 0
center for the NFS cluster, a and b control the oval’s
shape, and R controls the oval’s spread, all of which
can be customized for different FI plots by the human
reader.When users choose to include theNFS in running
our algorithm, the algorithm outputs the probabilities
of each individual belonging to the AA, Aa, aa, and
NFS clusters, on the basis of which they can then decide
whether to exclude an individual.
Poor separation between genotype clusters always
constitutes a problem in genotype scoring. For those
ambiguous data points, we demonstrated that throwing
away ambiguous individuals clearly results in a loss of
information and tends to result in reduced accuracy in
haplotype frequency estimation when using determin-
istic calls. Probabilistic scoring gives rise to more quan-
titative information and ﬂexibility in the haplotype
phasing step and thus can improve the accuracy in hap-
lotype phasing, especially in high-LD and high-ambi-
guity situations.
The haplotype inference method presented here is for-
mulated for unrelated individuals in random samples of
case-control association studies or sib-pair studies with-
out parental data. Although many genotyping errors can
be directly resolved in light of parental genotype data, a
substantial fraction of errors may still go undetected on
the basis of inheritance checking (Douglas et al. 2002).
The strategies described here should also be applicable
to pedigree data, but modiﬁcations of the haplotype in-
ference procedure are necessary. Since it faces the same
capacity problem as encountered by the EM algorithm
for haplotype inference, the current approach is limited
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in the number of linked loci, especially when ambiguous
marker loci are abundant. The partition-ligation strategy
introduced by Niu et al. (2002) can be applied to solve
this problem, in which genotyping uncertainties can be
addressed at each atomistic unit.
The question of how to best use the haplotype fre-
quencies and phases inferred from the genotype data is
still an unsolved issue in case-control epidemiology stud-
ies. The classic x2 test is no longer valid, because hap-
lotype counts in both cases and controls are not observed
but, rather, are inferred. We used a randomization pro-
cedure for the power comparison of the three phasing
strategies in case-control studies (table 2). The random-
ization procedure is a nonparametric means for deriving
the threshold for a prespeciﬁed type I error and may thus
be less powerful compared with a valid parametric test.
However, such permutation tests are guaranteed to have
the stated signiﬁcance level and have been a popular
method in case-control studies for investigating haplo-
typic effects (Fallin et al. 2001; Li 2001; Luo et al. 2003;
North et al. 2003; Tsai et al. 2003).
In sum, the statistical handling of uncertainties in ge-
notype scoring merits more attention than it has received
in the past. The use of formal statistical procedures like
ours relieves geneticists of the responsibility of manually
determining the correct values of doubtful genotypes and
is thus essential for an efﬁcient analysis of high-through-
put data. The statistical model presented here is formu-
lated only for SNP markers and is not directly applicable
to microsatellite genotyping. However, our algorithms
can be straightforwardly generalized to that situation or
can be used directly if the microsatellite alleles are binned
into two categories using a reasonable allele size cut-off.
Although we considered only Taqman, OLA, and Mass-
ARRAY, the same strategies developed in this article can
be extended to handle data from other experimental plat-
forms, such as ﬂorescence-polarization single-base ex-
tension and Illumina’s BeadArray technologies, Third
Wave’s Invader assay, rolling circle ampliﬁcations, and
molecular beacons.
The GeneScore and GS-EM (i.e., EM-II) software
packages are accessible online, at the authors’ Web site.
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Appendix
A Fast-Convergent Clustering Algorithm based on the t-Mixture Model
The likelihood function of the bivariate t mixture model is
n C
ip(xFm,S) p w t (x ;m ,S ,n) , [ ]c 2 c c
ip1 cp1
where is the set of observed pairs of FI values for a SNP location, C is the numberi ′x p {x p (x ,y ) ; i p 1,… ,n}i i
of mixture components, the wc values are the mixture weights (i.e., for all and
C0 ! w ! 1 c p 1,… ,C  w pc ccp1
), and is the probability density function of the bivariate t distribution with location parameter mc,
i1 t (x ;m ,S ,n)2 c c
scale parameter Sc, and known degrees of freedom n. Since the choice of n is not critical to the analysis, we set
as a default choice. In practice, lower degrees of freedom are especially desirable when there are manyn p 7
ambiguous points in the scatterplot of FI values. The number of mixture components, C, is ﬁxed at 4 to represent
four clusters: AA, Aa, aa, and NFS (see ﬁg. 2B).
Our algorithm iterates the following two steps and outputs Markov chain samples of the model parameters and
the cluster indicator (for each individual) from the desired posterior distribution. First, given current values of the
parameters, and for , we sample the unobserved mixture indicator for(t) (t) (t) i,(t) i,(t) i,(t)w , m , S c p 1,… ,C J p (j ,… ,j )c c c 1 C
each xi from , where is equal to 1 if x
i is assigned to the cth cluster and 0 otherwise,i,(t) i,(t) i,(t)Multinomial(1;q ,… ,q ) j1 C c
and
(t) i (t) (t)w t (x ;m ,S ,n)c 2 c ci,(t)q p ,Cc
(t) i (t) (t) w t (x ;m ,S ,n)c 2 c c
cp1
the probability that xi belongs to the cth cluster at the tth iteration. Second, given the current mixture indicator,
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, we sample the parameters, , and for , from their posterior distri-i,(t) i,(t) i,(t) (t1) (t1) (t1)J p (j ,… ,j ) w ,m S c p 1,… ,C1 C c c c
bution. Note that, given the mixture index, model ﬁtting is straightforward because the parameters follow a series
of standard distributions. We assume the natural conjugate proper prior on the mixture weights, (w ,… ,w ,) ∼1 c
, which results in the conjugate posterior distributionDirichlet(1,… ,1)
n n
(t1) (t1) i,(t) i,(t)w ,… ,w ∼ Dirichlet 1 I(j p 1),… ,1 I(j p 1) .( )  [ ]1 c 1 C
ip1 ip1
For each cluster, given that we know which cluster each point belongs to from , the sampling of isi,(t) (t1) (t1)J (m ,S )c c
equivalent to ﬁtting a multivariate t distribution, which can be achieved efﬁciently using a PXDA scheme (Liu and
Wu 1999; van Dyk and Meng 2001) shown at the end of this section.
Some difﬁculties in mixture modeling include the label switching problem (Stephens 2000), the incorrect speci-
ﬁcation of the cluster numbers, and the occurrences of clusters of small sizes. To make the algorithm stable, we
use our prior knowledge of the well-known structure of the FI value scatter plot. First, we use proper priors for
the parameter mc and Sc. Our priors are not proper and are data dependent. They prevent the posterior distribution
from being improper even when the data set has an empty cluster. We let the prior distribution of mc conditional
on Sc be , where mc0 can be either inputted by the user or defaulted at one of the four “corners” of theN(m ,S /k )c0 c 0
data scatterplot, and k0 can be chosen by the user (default at 1). The prior for Sc is taken as ,
1Inv-Wishart (L )n 00
where L0 is the sample covariance matrix based on all the FI values, and , where is the dimensionn p p 1 p p 20
of the data point. Second, we impose an identiﬁability constraint on the parameter space of mc. Since the general
pattern of the scatterplot of FI values contains three clusters away from the origin and one close to the origin, we
impose a constraint such that , , Aa, and aa, and F7F denotes the distance from the origin toFm F 1 Fm F c p AAc NFS
the vector. Furthermore, for non-NFS clusters, we impose another constraint that (ﬁg. 2A), whereq 1 q 1 qAA Aa aa
qc is the angle of between the vector mc and the x-axis. The subscripts indicate the heterozygote cluster (Aa), the
homozygote cluster near the x-axis (aa), and the homozygote cluster near the y-axis (AA), respectively.
After the Markov chain of the above posterior sampling scheme has converged, we estimate the likelihood for
the ith individual’s FI values at this marker, given that it is in cluster c by , where and arei i ¯ ¯p ' t (x ;m ,S ,n) m S¯ ¯c 2 c c c c
posterior means for the location and scale parameter of the cluster “c.” The reason for using only this value instead
of the cluster membership posterior probability is because of the need of computing in the EM-II algorithm.i i,jP(x FY )
We also compute the posterior mean of the mixture weights, , to compute the cluster membership posteriorw¯c
probabilities for deterministic calls. We repeat this process for all the SNPmarkers to obtain thematrix representation
of the GenoSpectrum of the ith individual:
…SNP1 SNP2 SNPm
i i i…genotype 0: p p pi 0,1 0,2 0,mY p .i i i…genotype 1: p p p1,1 1,2 1,m
i i i…genotype 2: p p p2,1 2,2 2,m
PXDA for Multivariate t Distribution
To illustrate the PXDA scheme, we let denote the p-dimensional t distribution with center m, covariancet (m,S,n)p
matrix S, and known degrees of freedom n. Note the fact that is equivalent toi ix Fm,S ∼ t (m,S,n) x Ft ,m,S ∼p i
, and , . The auxiliary scale parameter a is incorporated here to derive a fast-2N (m,aS/t ) tFm,S ∼ ax /n i p 1,… ,np i i n
converging Gibbs sampling algorithm. To avoid an improper posterior distribution, we use the conjugate prior
distribution for , which can be parameterized in terms of hyperparameters :(m,S) (m ,L /k ; n ,L )0 0 0 0 0
1S ∼ Inv-Wishart (L ); mFS ∼ N m ,S/k .( )n 0 0 00
Jointly, we have
1 k01 ′ 1[(n p)/21]0F Fp(m,S) ∝ S exp  tr(L S ) (m  m) S (m  m) .0 0 0[ ]2 2
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According to Liu and Wu (1999), we used Jeffreys’ prior for the auxiliary variable. Under this prior1p(a) ∝ a
speciﬁcation, we obtain the following sampling scheme:
First, draw
2axnp
tFx,m,S,a ∼i i ′ 1 i(x  m) S (x  m) n
independently for . Next, drawi p 1,… ,n
n 1
n k  t0 i
ip11 1 i i ′ ′
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆS Fx,t,m,a ∼ Wishart L  a t (x  m)(x  m)  (m  m)(m  m) , nnn 0 i 0 00 [ ]{ }ip1 ak   t0 i
ip1
and
n
n  ti
ip1
aFx,t ∼ ,2xnn
where denotes the Wishart distribution with scale matrix A and degrees of freedom k. Finally, drawWishart (A)k
S
ˆmFx,S,t,a ∼ N m, ,np( ) t /a ki 0
ip1
where
n
i t x /a k mi 0 0
ip1
mˆ p .n t /a ki 0
ip1
Liu and Wu (1999) showed that the scheme converges to the correct posterior distribution for (m,S), although
the posterior distribution of a is still improper. They also proved that the PXDA converges faster than the standard
data augmentation scheme and attains the optimal convergence speed when Jeffrey’s prior on a is used.
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